Outlaw Tales of California introduces you to a state you thought you knew and a West that was wilder than you've ever imagined. About the Author. Chris Enss is an award-winning screen writer who has written for television, short subject films, live performances, and for the movies. In the first book of hers I read, about Sam Sixkiller, she claimed that lawman Heck Thomas was responsible for the capture of the Dalton Gang in 1892 in Coffeyville, KS. Heck Thomas had nothing to do with the demise of the gang, who were not captured. The citizens of Coffeyville killed four of the gang, including the leader Bob Dalton and his brother Grat, and severely wounded another brother, Emmett, the fifth gang member. Outlaw Tales of Kansas by Sarah Smarsh, 9781493016761, available at Book Depository with free delivery worldwide.

Outlaw Tales of Kansas: True Stories of the Sunflower State's Most Infamous Crooks, Culprits, and Cutthroats. 3.32 (19 ratings by Goodreads). Paperback. Outlaw Tales. English. By (author) Sarah Smarsh, Continued by Robert Barr Smith. Share. Outlaw Tales of California contains the tales and adventures of the most famous rebels and brigands in California's history. Listed among the wanted men of long ago are Black Bart, the notorious highwayman who rarely left the scene of a crime without leaving a poem behind; John Allen, the barber turned horse thief also known as Sheet-Iron Jack; and the most feared bandit of all, Joaquin Murieta. Outlaw tales of California life as a prospector on the American River. He soon realized that finding a fortune in gold wasn't as easy a job as the articles in the newspapers back East had led him to imagine. Eventually he traded the hard life of mining for work as a gambler in saloons and dance halls. Outlaw tales of Kansas. true stories of the Sunflower State's most infamous crooks, culprits, and cutthroats. This edition published in 2010 by TwoDot in Guilford Conn. Table of Contents. Bushwhackers. Johnny Hardin. Phil Coe. The Newton Massacre. Kate Bender. Ben Thompson. Billy Brooks. Dirty Dave Rudabaugh.